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Based on a series of lectures given at Cambridge University, Professor Hawking's work introduced

the history of ideas about the universe as well as today's most important scientific theories about

time, space, and the cosmos in a clear, easy-to-understand way. The Theory of Everything presents

the most complex theories, both past and present, of physics, yet it remains clear and accessible. It

will enlighten readers and expose them to the rich history of scientific thought and the complexities

of the universe in which we live. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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In this book Stephen Hawkings relates to what the subtitle says: "The Origin and the Fate of the

Universre" from seven of his letures on his theories and beliefs of his cosomology. Mr/Dr. Hawkings

does a tremendous job in explaining the history of astronomy with his seven lectures which

include..." Ideas (history) About the Universe,The Expanding Universe, Black Holes, Black Holes

Ain't So Black, The Origin and Fate of the Universe, The Direction of Time, and The Theory of

Everything." Mr. Hawkings explains these very complex theoris in everyday layman's language to

his readers.He uses real life and portended examples to explain his theories.He makes these very

complex theories understandable to the layman. He writes with enthusiam without challenging

anyones' theories or faith. His style of writing in not self-centered nor is it arrogant like so many

scientists do. His style is invitiing, exciting, and very knowledgeable. I highly recommend this

book,"The Special Anniversary Edition," to all and everybody, especially the amateur astronomy

buffs and the every day layman.



It's remarkable the optimism for a unified theory in 1996Regardless, a very useful discussion about

what we have learned about the Universe and some of the implications that may be issues for future

inquiry. The idea of combining quantum and relativity theories is creative and seemingly useful, but

doesn't get it done so far. And, certainly didn't before the 21st century.Physics IS evidently is the

new phlosophy. The author does a credible job of asking relevant questions. The book should be in

everyone's library of experience, so useful discussion and learning may become us.

Made a complex subject understandable.

understand some concepts better than before. understand some concepts better than before.

understand some concepts better than before.

This book goes well with prof Brian Cox's TV documentaries to extend man's understanding. Add

the many other science docos and all this is helping us get there. I still don't understand the general

fheory of relativity but like being on the journey of discovery Which this really is. I think God might

enjoy this read even. It's very nice of Stephen to mention Him in despatches complete with initial

capitals.

A fast read, Hawking does high-level summaries of this complicated arena better than most

anybody, BUT doesn't answer your inevitable "how'd they do that?" questions. BHoTime is better --

more nitty gritty.

To whomever is interested in the content of the book, the book is amazing, IF you are considering

adding it to your personal library, do not buy this edition, the quality is terrible, cheap, and a cheaper

coupon printed on the inner cover!!! For me books printed by this publisher are off my list period!!

Not being an astrophysicist, or a cosmologist, and a person with near perfect IQ, this is the 2nd

most mind-awaking books I have ever read. The first being Hawking's first book!!!. I plan reading

several times, as I did with his first one. It is fascinating, to say the least!!! Brilliant, absorbing, and

mind-wrenching!!!
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